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See the Passagegrave and Pass away. Repetitions of Åke Fredsjö and Mesolithic research in 
South-West Sweden. 
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My thesis starts off with a contract, inspired by the writings of the Danish author Thorkild 
Hansen (1927 – 1989) and the Danish scholar in literature Poul Behrendt (1944 - ). This 
contract deals with two different levels. The first level is based on Hansens sentence:  “It is 
the truth that this is a lie”. The second level is his use of the concept of “gentagelse” – 
repetition, in an almost contemplative way. 
In the beginning of this thesis I have made an agreement, a contract, with the reader. On one 
level there were two complementary aspects; a biographical and a mythographical aspect. The 
intention of the biographical aspect was to illuminate the life and research of the west 
Swedish archaeologist Åke Fredsjö (1913-1978). The aim was to study his research on west 
Swedish  mesolithic and the circumstances in which  it was carried out.  
 
The intention of the mythographical aspect on the other hand was to focus on how 
archaeological knowledge is produced; to show how the mode in which research is carried out 
affects the contents and the result of the research.  
 
Through the several “gentagelser” - repetitions that my case studies have been going through, 
layers by layers of information have been added to the picture. The story about the history of 
West Swedish Mesolithic research has become more and more intricate. This gave an 
opportunity to discuss biography writing, social studies of humanities and concepts like 
symmetry, mythography and “gentagelser” – repetitions. 
 
The transformation from a biographical study to a mythographical study took place through 
“gentagelser” – repetitions, where my reading of written and oral information about West 
Swedish Mesolithic gradually changed into another understanding. Focus is no longer on the 
content of the account but on how it was told.  
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